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The following pages showcase a selection of work that had been collected over the course of
seven years, whilst representing ten years of involvement within the architectural profession.
Stemming from an interest in artistic exploration and formal experimentation, the work has
been divided into four categories to encapsulate the different avenues of thought. Design
is the largest chapter of this portfolio, and the selection chosen for this section incorporates
projects at a range of scales. Each project provides a unique approach to the question of
community, sensory input, and formal juxtaposition. Activate represents both commissioned
and competition work that had been accepted during the program that had been chosen for
their approach to a site and provide a stimulus for communal gathering. These projects were
created outside of the realm of academia, yet still allowed for the implementation of previous
pursuits for a wider audience. Build expands upon academic rigor, representing complex
structures explored as a team to create installations that engaged community spaces through
creative solutions. This section showcases the early pursuits to extend beyond the studio, to
implemented projects that would be experienced beyond a prescribed gallery space. Launch
contains a community workshop that acted as a bridge between academic research, formal
exploration and the public realm. This represents the conclusion of this selection of work, as
it liberated the expertise, skills and research from the university to cultivate new challenges,
interests and criticisms atop of a new platform.
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Inter Lock
This project was originally intended as an exercise in tension
modeling paired with an interlocking digital fabrication
strategy. It is a project that looked at the district requirements
for the site, and developing a commercial, recreation
& residential node that would generating a lure for the
surrounding community. The requirements for this project is
the development of a 20,000 sq m. mixed-use tower.

Located on 10th Avenue near the 8th street intersection in
Calgary, AB, this project is an exploration of form generation
through tensile modeling. Once the physical models had been
created, the tower was recreated in digital space to be redesigned using a method that could provide more structural
integrity. For this a notched, interlocking system was utilized
to obtain this support and allow light to penetrate deep into
the building’s core.
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Locate Site Area

Draw into Site

Form Erupts In Site

E-W Experiential Collage for 10th Avenue

W-E Experiential Collage for 10th Avenue
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Site Location
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Digital Form + Fabrication Strategy
Community Patio

Residential Units

Introduce District Requirements

Create Tension Volumes

Push/Pull Spaces

Residential Lobby/Terrace
Swimming Pool

Isolate Emerging Form

Divide into UV Coordinates

Generate Structural Shell
Recreation Center

Community Market

Section East-West
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Shadow Play
A project that began as an exploration of the dynamic
impact of trees on the streets of Poblenou district,
Barcelona, Shadow Play developed into a reimagined
design strategy both in the footprint of a building and
as a larger urban network. Different species of trees
provide a rich palette of colors, canopies, and habitats
that can be strategically arranged to activate the urban
condition. Species could be used to create a focal
point for design intervention or be implemented at a
grand scale to create a continuous canopy during the
intense summer heat.
As the season changes to the winter months, the
leaves will begin to descend to the pavement. This
creates a progressively layered canopy effect on the
treetops while using the pavement below as a canvas
for scattering leaves.
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Arbor Implementation Strategy

Organize street from Center
Connect Access Points

Arboriculture as a provider of shelter.

Arboriculture diversity as an aesthetic.

Arboriculture as a dynamic condition

Localized Strategy
Use Intersections to
Implement Tree Strategy

Extend Sidewalks to Fill Space

Use Radials and
Pathways to Generate

Raise Street to Meet Walkways

Implement Trees to Enforce
Pedestrian Areas
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Pablenou Site Plan

Lift Sections to Create
Sheltered Spaces

District 1

District 2

District 3
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Community District

Education District

Daycare Services
Urban Park
Elderly Recreation Centre
Gallery Space

Urban Canopy
Learning Center
Park/ Garden Space
Community Market
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Urban Park District
Public Restrooms
Community Center
Skate Park
Indoor Retail
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MOH KIN TSIS
Project team: Alex Wilton & Dan Silver
Iskotew means fire in the Blackfoot language,
and unifies the vast site of Fort Calgary. This site
represents the past through its history, the present
through the river, and the future through the
river. Creating intrigue and interest in indigenous
culture allowing it to be proud and on display.
The gathering space is open to the Fort,
proclaiming that indigenous culture is still
vibrant. Axial views through to various historical
and community places connects them to our
central gathering place. The indigenous concept
of being open to all and treating everyone equal
is central to our building. The building radiates
off of a central gathering place bridging together
diverse programs through a community ribbon.
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North Elevation

Moh-Kin-Tsis Site Plan
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West Elevation
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B1
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Section A’-A
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Gathering House Plan
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102

Rm 100

Outreach

Rm 108 Studio

Rm 116 Elder Space

Rm 101

Offices

Rm 109 Gallery

Rm 102

Boardroom Rm 110 Shipping

Rm 118 Office Space
Rm 119 Healing Training

Rm 103

W/C

Rm 111 Daycare

Rm 104

Kitchen

Rm 112 Meditation

Rm 105

Theatre

Rm 113 Trad. Healing

Rm 106

Lobby

Rm 115 Gymnasium

Rm 107

W/C

Rm 114 Lockers

Rm 120 Education Kitchen
Rm 121 Gathering Circle

100
101

Section B’-B
Main Floor Plan
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VMZinc Plus Standing Seam Panel
150 mm Rigid Insulation
76 mm Metal Decking

VMZ Eave Flashing
VMZ Compatible Weather Barrier
VMZ Zinc Standing Seam Panel
VMZ Zinc Sliding Clip Spaced 452 mm O.C.

Steel Stud Wall
Air Barrier

1mm Zinc Soffit
with Sheathing
Backing

350 x 350 mm Steel
Columns along
Curtain Wall

13 MDF Valence,
Painted. Align with
Mullion

150 mm

Steel Wind Girt,
Painted

800 mm Drop Ceiling
400 mm
Supply Air Duct

Glazed Sealed
Curtain Wall
Framing System

76 mm Metal Decking bolted to
Plywood Sheathing
152 mm Outrigger Secured to
Secondary Glulam Beam

Steel Angle

Section Detail 1-A Window Girt

152 mm HSS Steel Truss
400x400 mm Primary
Glulam Beam

Steel Wind Girt,
Painted. Located every 5000
mm (Typ)

Triple Glazed
Curtain Wall
System
150 mm Gabion Finish
152 mm Steel Truss
150 mm Gabion Finish
1220 mm Access Corridor

Knife Plate Connection
Beam Raised from
Concrete Slab
Knife Plate Connection
Point between Column
and Primary Beam

Aluminum Flashing
Concrete Face Insulation

Glazed Sealed Curtain
Wall System

Section Detail 2-A Knife Plate Connection

Steel Column Supporting
HSS Truss located behind

Outriggger Frame
Connected to Metal Decking
50 mm Spray Foam around
Outrigger
150 mm Rigid Insulation

HSS Steel Header on Stud
Wall

Knife Plate Connection between Column
and Concrete Slab
Aluminum Flashing

Knife Plate Connection
Beam Raised from
Concrete Slab

Transfer Beam Spanning
between Columns

Knife Plate Connection
Point between Column
and Primary Beam

100 mm Concrete Slab

Concrete Footing Located
Beneath Steel Column,
Supporting HSS Truss

Steel Bracket
to Column
Connection

Concrete Face Insulation

Glulam Beam
connected to Stud
Wall Assembly

Wall Section Detail
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Footing Increased to Support
Gabion Wall Along Parkade

Aluminum Flashing

Steel Angle
Glazed Sealed Curtain
Connection
Wall System
100 mm Gap Between
Exterior Wall and Gabion
Assemblies

Outriggger Frame
Connected to Metal Decking
50 mm Spray Foam around
Outrigger
150 mm Rigid Insulation

Section Detail 3-A Overhang Detail

HSS Steel Header on Stud
Wall
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Sub vert
This project is an exercise in understanding how the
physical environment is being fundamentally reformed
with the introduction of large scale applications of
Light Detection and Ranging Systems (LiDAR). This is a
technology that is being used at the street level (through
self-driving vehicles), airspace (military drones) and at the
macro scale (satellite imaging) to produce a digital copy of
our world for various uses.

Using liDAR, this system constantly updates their readings
of the city to a collective consciousness. By coupling their
technology with satellites and drones, the most logical
routes can be calculated and updated to suit any condition.
This method understands the urban landscape by emitting
infrared breams, which is then calculated by a sensor chip
and mapped out into digital space.
Through physical modeling, observable “blind spots”
emerged which could be used to manipulate the behavior
of self-operating systems, which resulted in an imagined
reality where humans became aware of these abnormalities
and designed to exploit them.

Level 4: Collab. Space + Server Rm.

LiDAR Capture Methodology

Level 2: Restaurant + Cinema

System Glitch: Angled Forms Create Phantom

Level 1: Car Showroom
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Level 01: Car Showroom
4

1. Showroom
2. Reception
3. Lecture Hall
4. Sales Office
5. Workshop

2

1

3

5

Level 02: Exhibition

2
6
1

3

1. Reception
2. Lounge
3. Kitchen
4 Restaurant
5. Theatre
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Level 04: Collaboration Space +
Server Room

1
4
5
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2
3

1. Co-working Office Space
2. Lunchroom
3. Data Storage
4. W/C
5. Maintenance
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Lounge Viewing Platform

Rotated Panel Breakdown
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North-South Section

Overlooking Showroom
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Continuum
Continuum is a commissioned project for the second floor
of the Faculty of Environmental Design, to showcase artwork
developed by the students. Located on the corner of the
student kitchen, I was asked to design a large scale piece
that could be designed, fabricated and installed over the
course of a month in preparation for the student orientation
in September 2017.
 he design was generated through in interest in digital vector
T
fields, which can manipulate points, lines, and solid forms in new
ways. Each of the curves used in this design were maneuvered
to be within a specific tolerance, to allow its’ fabrication to be
possible. The sweeping design was influenced by the spiraling
rings on a Ram’s horn, which continue from the base of the
horn throughout without overlapping. The older rings have
a greater spacing between them, which then progresses into
closer, finer points as the animal matures.
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SAULÉ

Competition 2019
chevron

focus

shelter

growth

array

Project Team: Alexander Wilton, Elena Bushell, Nico
Bortolin, Dustin Yee.
Poetry is deeply embedded in Latvian culture. Despite
decades of foreign rule and a declining population;
language, art, and musical traditions have helped sustain
a strong national identity. Today, traditional songs
remain an integral part of cultural events, celebrations,
and political discourse. An alphabet of symbolism dating
back to the Pagan era translate these values to images
representing perceptions, values, visions and aesthetic
ideals that celebrate connections to the natural world.
Traditions are preserved in patterns that tell stories
about this land and its native people.
Saule is a design proposing residences for visiting
poets. Offering free residence to artists, it is a place to
live, to work, to connect with a larger community, and
to give back to the earth. Assembled in reference to the
austra’s koks which branches from the central gathering
space, each individual part creates its own narrative, it’s
own story line, it’s own life. Although individual, these
pieces are all similar in nature, iterations of a cohesive
whole.
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site location
Site Location.

Site Plan.

formal parti
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Designed with an intent to create a sense of privacy, the
entry is located in seclusion. An aperture at the apex of
the chevron creates communication between the interior
and the central gathering space. The host cabin, located
at the centre of the plan, references the symbol Saulė,
the sun. This plan caters to a host family which allows for
an open floor plan including a meditation room for quiet
contemplation. This home then extends into an outdoor
seating space, which lightly sits atop the landscape.

FLOOR PLAN 02
GUEST HUT [FOUR PERSON]

FLOOR PLAN 03
GUEST HUT [TWO PERSON]

SECTION

HOST CABIN

FLOOR PLAN 01
HOST CABIN
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Convalescence
Project Lead: Alexander Wilton
Project Team: Dan Szymanski, Dustin Yee
The purpose of this exercise was to create a large
installation that would allow diffused daylight through a
window overlooking the faculty’s main atrium. Polystyrene
was pushed to its’ material limitation, treated with heat
until it reached a point of failure. These points were then
cut off, allowing for a visual connection between the
interior of the room and the rest of the building.
The weave pattern is created based on points generated
on the glass surface, allowing larger openings to emerge
in areas that receive the most natural light. As this project
is meant to control the amount of light that enters into
the classroom, 3D printed woven inserts were be placed
within the largest panels in order to diffuse the intensity,
as well as create shadow patterns within the polystyrene
panels.
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Installation Process
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Effervesce
Design Lead: Winston Yuen
Project team: Alex Wilton, Anthony Schmidt, Daniel
Szymanski, Graham Ouwerkirk, Juan Palacios, Joe Kaplan,
Kristen Forward, Kristina Mackenzie.
Featured in Inverse Magazine,: http://tinyurl.com/j5rcsry
This installation was a collaborative design/build project
between a team of nine students. We were tasked to design
a 9’x4’ wall installation that would be displayed in the EVDS
gallery space for the Summer exposition. The team was
given approximately one week to agree upon a design,
determine a method of fabrication and to securely fasten it
to the gallery space.
By populating a rectangular perimeter with points, a
Delaunay system was created through the use of an image
sampler depicting pluto’s sunrise. The image was further
manipulated through the use of attractor points strategically
placed within the pattern to capitalize on the desired effect.
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4.
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5.

3.

6.

7.
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Light Shells
Primary Investigator: Jason S. Johnson
Research Assistants/ Project Team : Guy Gardner, Christina
James, Matthew Parker, Kim Tse, Alex Wilton.
Funding Agencies: SSHRC, Beakerhead
With the Laboratory for Integrative Design, this investigation
began as an exercise in determining reliable fabrication
techniques to create quick, efficient fastening techniques to
produce double curvature. This had involved generating forms
that could scale, inflate, twist and warp asymmetrically to
produce a multitude of variations from a few simple polygons.
This allowed for an expanded range of formal explorations
to take place that could be built within the time frame of a
community workshop. A user interface was created to allow
for those interested in digital fabrication to interact with this
project, which was tested during the Taylor X seminar.
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Original Set of Primitives

Edges are projected onto a sphere to allow for manipulation

Inflate Faces

Puncture Pattern

Final form for fabrication

Resulting cut sheets
Asymmetrical inflate and twist allows for a multitude of variations
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Unrolled Cones

Protrude Asymmetric Cones
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A “weaving tab” strategy

Apply pressure to seam to create double curvature
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Workshop 2018
Primary Investigator: Jason S. Johnson
Research Assistants/ Project Team : Guy Gardner, Christina
James, Matthew Parker, Kim Tse, Alex Wilton.
Speakers: Alexander Wilton, Kim Tse
The lamp workshop was then presented as a seminar for the
Taylor X Seminar series in February 2018. Visitors were presented
the research and form finding strategies that had led to the
creation of this interface, and the questions that were raised in
the process. After the presentation, the guests were encouraged
to interact with the interface to create their own objects. This
resulted in both a Q&A session, as well as allowed the group
to provide feedback directly to the researchers, allowing fresh
insight to this project.

Visitor’s interact with the interface.

Demonstration of the fabrication technique.
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